DETAIL - 15

TOTTURR SYNTHETIC WITH TURNDOWN (CONCRETE / ASPHALT, AGGREGATE)

KEYNOTES

1. SUB-BASE OPTIONS PER ADA GUIDELINES (1) CONCRETE MINIMUM OF 3" AT MINIMUM. WASHOUT BASE IS REQUIRED OR 20 DAYS IF WEAR COARSE IS TO BE APPLIED DIRECTLY TO CONCRETE SURFACE. (2) ASPHALT - MUST CURE A MINIMUM OF 14 DAYS. POWER WASHED SYNTHETIC TURF INSTALL PER MANUFACTURER GUIDELINES.

2. TURN DOWN (45 DEGREE MAXIMUM) DESIGNATED FALL ZONE EDGE PER Job SPECIFICATIONS.

3. EXISTING SOLID COMPACTED DIRT SBR CUSHION LAYER OR FOAM PAD PER JOB SPECIFICATIONS (DEPTH VARIES BY CRITICAL FALL HEIGH). TURF FASTENER SECURING TURF TO NAIL BOARD.

4. TURF NAIL BOARD SECURED TO SUB BASE BORDER AREA (4" X 4" COMPACTED UNDERタイト IS REQUIRED). TURF FASTENER SECURING TURF TO NAIL BOARD.

5. 15 - 25" ESBE INFILL PER MANUFACTURER GUIDELINES TO GRADE LEVEL.

6. 2" X 3" KEWAY CUT OR FORMED INTO SUB-BASE TO MICRO LEVEL.